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2015 Research Highlights
On happiness
What is happiness, and how does the
pursuit of happiness shape our lives?
Happiness appears to be a simple
emotion, individual and pleasurable,
yet the problems associated with
happiness in politics, economics and
philosophy suggest that it is perhaps
more complex and paradoxical than
we first thought. This eclectic collection of essays interrogates the
‘common sense’ understanding of
happiness in the West and examines
the strategies devised to obtain it. Without disposing of the
concept altogether, On Happiness rediscovers the latent aspects of this pervasive (and elusive) phenomenon. Ultimately, it
concludes that our current notions of happiness may in fact be
the very cause of our discontent. On Happiness offers readers a
spectrum of critical reflections and ‘rethinks’ of this ubiquitous
cultural obsession.
Nelson, C., Pike, D., & Ledvinka, G. (2015). On happiness: New ideas
for the twenty first century. Crawley, Western Australia: UWA Publishing.

Archival poetics
This paper examines ‘archival poetics’ in contemporary history and fiction writing, with a focus on Mark McKenna’s An
eye for eternity: The life of Manning Clark, Megan Marshall’s Margaret Fuller: A new American life and Kim Scott’s
Benang, from the heart. It investigates the ways in which the
authors of these works move away from the forensic imaginary
embodied in a certain kind of historiography’s approach to the
archive, to create a more personal, powerful and situated kind
of history writing. It argues that these works suggest that his-

tory is less about the sublime chaos of the past –which cannot
be narrated without duplicity, damage or violence – than how
we engage the past, which is, on reflection, an entirely different
thing.
Nelson, C, (2015). Archival poetics: Writing history from the fragments. Journal of Writing and Writing Programs. Gold Coast QLD.

Before and after defeat
This volume aims to capture various elements that bridge this
1945 divide, particularly those that accompanied Japan’s fall
from its suze-rain perch as occupier of Asian and Pacific territories to the depths of occupation under its Allied conquerors.
While recognizing differences in administrative purpose (but
not necessarily practical influence) in Japanese colonial and
Allied postwar occupations, the contributors to this volume
consider the influences these had on the peoples of Japan’s
empire, including the Japanese, with particular attention to the
period between 1931 and 1952.
de Matos, Christine, Caprio, Mark E. (2015). Before and after defeat:
crossing the great 1945 divide. Palgrave Macmillan. London, UK.

Fictorians
Debates about history and fiction tend to pitch novelist against
historian in a battle over who owns or best represents the
past. This article posits that things are not quite so dichotomous: novelists write non - fiction histories, and historians even sometimes write novels. In fact, these latter seem,
anecdotally, to be increasing in number in recent decades.
The author approached some of these historians to find out
why they have turned to writing fictionalised versions of
the past to complement, or sometimes replace, their non
- fiction publications. The article considers their responses
cont. p4
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History Researchers in the Making

The River of Research
The ancient philosopher Heraclitus once
wrote, ‘We step and do not step into the
same rivers, we are and we are not.’ Five
hundred years later, the historian Plutarch understood these words to mean that
‘by the swiftness and speed of its change,
[the mortal world] scatters and then collects itself again’ in a never ending cycle
of continuity and change.
The challenges of academic research in
Arts and Sciences present to us like a
Heraclitan river: we step into something
that is at once recognisable and yet
constantly changing. Research is recognisable in that it is part of a time-worn
tradition of academic endeavour reaching back to Heraclitus’ own time. Yet research is also a realm of constant change,
with emerging knowledge frontiers and
industry demands alike presenting opportunities and challenges to University
research activity, funding and support.
Our second addition of Research Artefact highlights achievements that are
both recognisable and yet engaged
with the constantly changing ‘river of
research’. It is most apt to also welcome
the incoming Associate Dean (Academic
Development) Dr. Christine de Matos, as
I transition to a new role at Notre Dame’s
Institute for Ethics and Society.
Dr. John A. Rees is A/Professor of International Relations at the School of Arts &
Sciences, and Convener of the Religion and
Global Affairs Program at the Institute for
Ethics and Society, UNDA Sydney.

The year 2015 has seen history undergraduate students in the School of Arts
and Sciences achieve great research
outcomes. Emily Gallagher, in the fourth
year of her Bachelor of Education (Secondary) and Arts course, turned an essay
for the unit HY2018 (Australians and the
World Wars) into a peer-reviewed publication for the journal History in the Making (https://historyitm.files.wordpress.
com/2015/04/gallagher.pdf ). Andrew
DeMayo, currently undertaking an Honours year researching the propaganda
of the Australian and US branches of
the International Workers of the World,
successfully applied for the Eric Fry
Labour History Scholarship (http://www.
archives.anu.edu.au/news-and-events-1/
eric-fry-labout-history-scholarship).
This award is given to only one Honours student in Australia each year, and
enabled Andrew to undertake archival
research for his thesis in Canberra. Emily
and Andrew share their experiences, the
tribulations and the triumphs, below.
Christine de Matos

Emily on publication
There is a ‘dark emptiness [that] lies at
the core of the Anzac Legend’ surmised
Mervyn Bendle’s 2009 Quadrant article
‘The Assault on Anzac’.
With this comment my quest to reveal the hidden atrocities in Australia’s

violent past began. There is nothing like
studying your own national history, and
the passion that enveloped me in the
early weeks of this project fuelled the
persistence and discipline that enabled
me to finish the journey. Eight months
later, at the end of the project, I had published my first paper, ‘“The First Casualty
When War Comes is Truth”: Neglected
Atrocity in First World War Australian
Memory’.
In the late months of 2014 when I
decided to submit my undergraduate
paper for publication with the journal
History in the Making, I was oblivious to
the intensity of the publishing process.
In the months that followed I came to
appreciate the value attributed to the
peer review and editing process. In the
first stage your paper is challenged, deconstructed and attacked by unknown
colleagues. At the same time it is praised
and commended by others. To publish
in a peer-reviewed journal is to subject
months of hard work and personal sacrifice to fierce criticism. After months of
justifying your research and responding
to peer critiques, the revised submission
bears little resemblance to the paper
initially submitted.
In the second stage, an editor is assigned
to your paper and a lengthy dialogue
begins to produce an audience-appropriate third version. Lastly, a second
and third editor will edit this version
before it is formatted and finalised for
the relevant Spring or Autumn edition.
Extending anywhere between five and
eight months, the process of peer review
for publication with HITM requires fierce
self-discipline and a genuine love for
your project.
For anyone considering submitting a
paper to a peer-reviewed journal, do not
let the opportunity pass you by. It is an
invaluable experience that opens an infinite number of doorways into the future.
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Could you tell us briefly about your
PhD thesis?
My PhD is in Software Engineering
and Applied Mathematics. I graduated
from Macquarie University in 2003.
The thesis is on Prioritisation Algorithms for System Requirements Using
Fuzzy Graphical Rating Scales.

Frank Moisiadis
Interview with a researcher

The work is useful beyond the fields
of mathematics and software engineering. It can be used to measure
mental perceptions and as a means
to negotiate and select between multiple choices based on an individual’s
opinions.

The PhD research advances the mathematical concepts of fuzzy logic and
membership functions and produces a
graphical fuzzy rating scale to represent stakeholder viewpoints. It is
used to elicit mental perceptions on
the importance of system functions
during the analysis stage of software
development.

What is your current research focus?

How would you explain the broader
significance of your research to an
educated layperson?
The graphical fuzzy rating scale can
provide a more precise picture of
what the stakeholder’s preference is,
without having to attempt to ask the
stakeholder to represent their opinion
as a single point on a set-point scale.
In fuzzy theory, no clear boundaries
exist between members and nonmembers of a set. The graphical fuzzy
rating scale allows a person to express
a tolerable or acceptable range of their
preferences between two choices. The
expected value of the fuzzy variable
(i.e. the mental attitude) can then be
calculated.

Many thanks to the students and staff at
The University of Notre Dame Australia,
in particular Dr Christine De Matos who
initially encouraged me to submit my
research.

Andrew on archival research
Having been awarded the 2015 Eric Fry
Labour History Scholarship, I travelled to
Canberra in July to undertake historical
research. Briefly, my project is a study of
the propaganda of the Industrial Work-

calculate the expected value of the
stakeholder’s preference using fuzzy
logic techniques. The value can then
be used as an accurate measure of
one’s opinion on the importance of
mathematical education.

In order to understand the value of
the work let me present an example
of where it can be used. One may ask
an individual to rate the importance of
mathematical education between the
two poles of “absolutely not important”
and “absolutely very important”. The
individual plots their initial point of
preference between the two poles and
then defines the range of acceptance
or tolerance towards each of the two
poles. No numbering system is used so
as to allow the stakeholder to mentally
perceive the line in whatever scale they
prefer. The range and point are used to

My current research focuses on
developing pedagogical models for
incorporating and advancing the
learning of numeracy across the high
school curriculum. In addition I am
working on mathematical modelling
for transportation systems, optimising
information flows in health systems
and optimising random mutations for
evolutionary algorithms in Artificial
Intelligence.
I am also working on producing a
further edition of the textbook I authored, “Principles of Information Systems” published by Cengage Learning
(2007 and 2010).
What is the cutting edge in your field and
how does your work extend/relate to it?
There is still very little work done in
Australia in the area of developing
cont. p4
ers of the World (IWW), a small radical
union that had a significant impact on
the political landscape during its brief
flourishing between 1905 and 1918. In
particular, I examine the differences in
style and focus between the Australian
and US IWW’s propaganda. To do this I
need access to their propaganda – posters, newspapers, and the like.
Archival research proved a very different experience from previous research
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for university, even in history. Historical study, like all things, has its trends
and fashions. The IWW has not been a
particular focus of historical study since
a spate of interest in the 1960s and early
1970s. Because of this, very little of the
material is digitised, and some was not
even catalogued. This made searching
through the various collections at the
National Library of Australia and the Noel
Butlin Archive Centre at ANU an entirely
new experience for someone used to the
convenience and instant accessibility of
electronic resources. It was fascinating
to undertake this kind of search, with its
highs and its lows. There was the joy of
finding an extremely useful source from
a vague catalogue entry or a collection
labelled ‘miscellany’, and the disappointment of discovering that a particular
collection, for which I had high hopes,
was of limited use. Overall, though, it was
an excellent learning experience, and a
great help with my research.
I would like to thank both the Australian
Labor History Society for the opportunity
to undertake this trip via their scholarship, and the staff of the Noel Butlin
Archive Centre, who were helpful in the
extreme and went above and beyond the
call of duty.
...from p1
within wider discussions about history
and fiction, and reflects briefly upon
the meaning of this ‘fictional turn’ for
the future of the history discipline.
de Matos, C, Nelson, C. (2015) Fictorians:
historians who ‘lie’ about the past, and like
it. Journal of Writing and Writing Programs.
Gold Coast, QLD.

Objectless love
Objectless Love: The Vagabondage of
Colette and Katherine Mansfield, by
Deborah Pike is a chapter in the book
Katherine Mansfield and Literary Influence. The book identifies Mansfield’s
involvement in six modes of literary influence - Ambivalence, Exchange, Identifica-

tion, Imitation, Enchantment and Legacy.
In so doing, it revisits key issues in Mansfield studies, including her relationships
with Virginia Woolf, John Middleton
Murry and S. S. Koteliansky, as well as the
famous plagiarism case regarding Anton
Chekhov. It also charts new territories
for exploration, expanding the terrain of
Mansfield’s influence to include writers as
diverse as Colette, Evelyn Waugh, Nettie
Palmer, Eve Langley and Frank Sargeson.
Pike, D. (2015) ‘Objectless Love’: The vagabondage of Colette and Katherine Mansfield
in Katherine Mansfield and literary influence.
Edinburgh University Press. Edinburgh.

The four religions of
foreign policy
Religion was once discounted as a
primary factor in the strategic thinking
of states. To be sure, religious traditions
did influence the cultural interpretation
of ‘national interest’ in many contexts (in
this, and other important ways, religion
has been a constant in international
politics) but only on rare occasions were
faith traditions consciously deployed
as the drivers of state policy. The main
priorities were instead ideological, as
state actors measured success against
military and economic capabilities in the
service of one prevailing political vision
or another. Such priorities clearly remain,
yet analysts of foreign policy increasingly
understand traditional state motivations
interacting with religio-cultural elements
now considered to be as important as
they are enduring. These changes in
foreign policy reflect what some scholars see as a larger ‘postsecular turn’ in
IR . In this context, the present chapter
enters an important debate on current
state approaches towards religion and
sketches an alternative policy framework
that incorporates the nuances of religion
at play in the international sphere.

pedagogical models for incorporating and advancing the learning of
numeracy across the high school
curriculum. The work I am doing
with my PhD student, Kate Hartup
and with Associate Professor Boris
Handal is encouraging, as it is
looking at mathematical teaching
frameworks that have been applied in geometry overseas. We are
now developing ways to use their
concepts to help our students learn
numeracy skills here.
How has your research influenced
your teaching?
My research has helped my
teaching as it allows me to show
students what research in applied
areas is all about. I can help the
students critically think about what
they are learning and encourage
them to ask questions. My aim is
to encourage them to desire to do
their own research in areas they are
interested in.

Philip Dennett, Editor
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